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The first line.
So, why is there a photograph of the Spanish countryside? Well, if one looks carefully, one can see that the
ground has been prepared for a railway track. This is the original line from Baza to Guadix that was never
finished. For reasons that are obscure, The GSSR's technicians chose a route that would require a large
number of enormous viaducts. In fact, up until 11 th August 1890, all construction was carried out by Hett,
Maylor & Co. (and their many subcontractors) who were contracted by The GSSR to build the line.
In the dying days of Hett, Maylor & Co. Ltd. it became obvious that they would never be able to afford to build
these bridges even though they had already been ordered and delivered! Thus in the end, Hett, Maylor
declared bankruptcy and The GSSR had to take over the construction themselves and were really left in
terrible trouble having inherited many debts from Hett, Maylor. However, The GSSR bravely carried on with
an alternative route further south but in the end, the situation became so dire that they had to sell the
concessions for Baza to Granada to other companies. Zurgena station wasn't opened until 30 th June 1892,
so it was being constructed during all of these financial problems. Fortunately, The GSSR were able to finish
it, and the rest of the line to Baza, which served the community for 93 years. See www.gssr.es/lines.php.

NEWS
Well, I gather from Rafael that a golf cart has been purchased and will be modified for use on the
track as well as off. This will be used for shunting small materials and big people to different parts
of the track during construction and for maintenance.
Unfortunately, the JCB has been tied up with other duties over the last couple of weeks, but as soon
as it is availabe, we will be back to finish the groundwork in the play park. Number one priority
will be to see if the old turntable is still there and intact. Please keep fingers crossed.
I have started a little project for the museum - a website. It is still in its infancy but please have a
look - www.zrm.es - and please let me know what you think. I chose the
colour scheme to match the nameplate on the station - as close as my eyes
would allow anyway. I will be more than happy to change it, and anything
else that you suggest.
Also, if you have any ideas for content - maybe a blog, or whatever, you know what to do....
Additionally, I am still looking for accommodation in or around Zurgena - if you know of any,
please let me know.
Best regards
Max
634322087

